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Bugno Art Gallery is pleased to announce the new partnership with Fabio Bianco,
through his latest series of works titled Ginger Lily. This new cycle of works is
formally a natural continuum with the previous artistic production of paintings made
for the two sets “The Cakes on My Carpet” and “Fabulous Life” in which the artist ,
moving as usual within dreamlike and symbolic dimensions, faces and reveals his
personal interpretation of a more general state of wonder . The large chandeliers
that mark the surface of the interior through a light almost baroque , are the typical
suggestions of “loci ameni” and “parterre de borderie” , where sumptuous banquets
also come to life through majestic gateaux.
The work of Fabio Bianco introduces something new in contemporary art through a
unique and recognizable style structured around saturated and indistinct color
fields and almost dizzying overlapping levels that play with depth perception .
In Bianco’s paintings, the bright colors, the bright lights and the perspective
deformations contribute to distort, liquefying it, the materiality of the real, now
projected into a dreamlike dimension in which the viewer is invited to come to
share together with the author , the same state of amazement .
” … In my recent work , in addition to the creation of the environment ( produced by
the coexistence of fictitious and real elements) , I wanted something to happen,
without however a precise willing to tell something . What we propose here is in
fact a kind of moment of moment certainly identifiable in its factuality but totally
indeterminate in its strangeness to a specific context : something like opening a
book and reading a story without telling precisely neither the beginning nor the
end . I tried to leave , however , with the aid of some lexical signs , a ‘ didactic ‘
track adoptable by the viewer to draw their own ‘ story ‘ .
Ginger Lily , which gives its name to this series of works , is the name of a perfume
aroma enveloping , magical and exotic that goes well with my moods : his
perception was transported on my canvases in the form of color . “

